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Akshar Agarwal, Grade 8
Hamden Middle School, hamden, CT

Viral Protein 35 Inhibition: A Novel Treatment for Ebola Virus Disease
Connecticut Science & Engineering Fair Awards
! Alexion Biotechnology Awards --- 2nd Place- Biotechnology 8th grade- $300 & trophy and Invitation Compete in
Broadcom MASTERS

Abstract
Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) is an infectious illness with fatality rates of up to 90%. According to the CDC, there have been about
19,000 cases of EVD as of December 19, 2014. Out of these 19,000, about 7,300 deaths have been confirmed. Clearly, EVD is a
deadly disease that must be taken care of, but there are currently no treatments. EVD is characterized by Viral Protein 35 (VP35), a
protein that is responsible for EVD replication. VP35 also interferes with a host’s interferon production. Interferon boosts the immune
system, so with VP35, the immune system is damaged. EVD is expected to have a half-life of less than 24 hours, so if VP35 were to be
inhibited, then the disease could be stopped. Following this theory, 6 million drug like compounds were selected, and their HTVS
Glide Scores were calculated. Glide Scores reflect how well a compound binds with the protein. The Standard Precision Glide Scores
were then calculated, followed by Extra Precision Scores. After sorting the compounds based on their Glide Scores, the Binding
Energies were calculated. The lower the score, the better the compound will bind. The list was narrowed down to the top 20
compounds. I was successful in identifying inhibitors of VP35 that are predicted to bind tightly. I strongly believe that the inhibition of
Viral Protein 35 can cure Ebola Virus Disease.
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Bennett Hawley, Grade 8
Central Middle School, Greenwich, CT

Substitution of Metals in a Salt-Water Engine to Increase Energy-Efficiency
Connecticut Science & Engineering Fair Awards
! Connecticut Science & Engineering Fair Physical Sciences Awards --- 5th Place- Physical Sciences 8th Grade
Ind. - trophy, invite to compete Broadcom MASTERS
! Barnes Aerospace Applied Technology Awards --- Middle School Finalist - Medallion and acrylic award
! Energize CT/eesmarts Alternative/Renewable Energy Awards --- Middle School Finalist - Medallion, Acrylic Award
! Energize CT/eesmarts Sustainable Resources and Practices Awards --- Middle School Finalist - Medallion and
Acrylic Trophy
! Office of Naval Research- U.S. Navy / U.S. Marine Corps --- Middle School- Certificate, $50 gift card to Amazon
given by CSEF
! Constellation - An Excelon Company --- For Excellence in clean renewable / sustainable energy - Grades 7 & 8
! IEEE, Connecticut Section --- $100 Honorable Mention
! MIT Club of Hartford K-12 Initiative --- For excellence in science & technology of energy related research, middle
school, $100 cash award
! American Society for Metals - Hartford Chapter --- $50 Check

Abstract
When surveying people of which alternative energies they are familiar with, most say solar or wind power. But how about sea water
energy? Imagine all the applications for this as an energy source -- how about life boats?
Over time -- now and beyond the CT
Science Fair -- I hope to continue to test sea water with various combinations of elements such as: chromium, calcium, lead, and iron.
The purpose of this experiment was to see if the chemical reaction of sea water + Aluminum (Al) combination would have a higher
voltage (energy) than a combination of sea water + Magnesium (Mg) as found in the toy car. My hypothesis was that Aluminum
would be a better metal to use because the element is located to the right of Magnesium on the Period Table. More specifically,
Aluminum will be a better metal to use because it releases 3 electrons, more than magnesium, which only releases 2 electrons. The
experiment involved researching a sea water fuel cell, and procuring: two metals (Mg + Al), a membrane, a refractometer to measure
the salinity level of sea water, and a multimeter to measure the voltage of which metal/chemical reaction produced more energy. To
my surprise, I learned that the Aluminum did not produce more energy than the Magnesium even though it releases an additional
electron than Magnesium. My research will need to continue as I envision an alternative energy source that could someday be a major
source of power for coastline settlements.
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Catherine Herrick, Grade 8
St. Rose of Lima School, Newtown, CT

An Investigation of the Ingestion of Microscopic Plastic Particles by the Blue Mussel, Mytlus edulis
Connecticut Science & Engineering Fair Awards
! Pfizer Life Sciences Awards --- 1st Place- Life Sciences 8th grade- $300 & trophy and Invite to Compete
Broadcom MASTERS
! Connecticut Science Teachers Association's Marty Tafel Student Research Award --- Life Sciences 8th Grade $500 and invite to CSTA Award Banquet
! Yale Peabody Museum --- One-Year Family Membership to the Yale Peabody Museum
! Project Oceanology --- Individual - Book + 2 tickets, First Place Junior, check for $100, t-shirt

Abstract
Clothing is made up of synthetic materials. When washed, they release microscopic plastic fibers into the water supply, contaminating
marine life. The objective was to examine mussel feeding behavior to see if they would ingest microscopic plastic fibers. Mussel
feeding behavior was examined by looking at microscopic plastic particle capture on the gills and the transportation of the particles to
the labial palps for ingestion or rejection. The rejection was studied by examining the pseudofeces and the ingestion by examining the
feces.
Microscopic plastic particles smaller than 0.5 mm from household clothes were used in the experiment. The microalgae,
Tetraselmis sp. (a known food for mussels), was added to ten samples in individual containers containing filtered LIS water. The
plastic particles were added to five of these samples. Mussels were introduced to nine containers; the tenth was a settling control.
Water samples were taken before the mussels were added and two hours after the mussels were added and fed. Pseudofeces and feces
produced by the mussels were collected, isolated by centrifuge, counted microscopically for plastic-particle content using rafter cells
and the concentration of plastic particles was determined.
Clearance rates were calculated from the change in plastic-particle
concentration over time. Mussels cleared the plastic particles from suspension at an average rate of 150.6. On average, mussels
rejected 73.03% of all plastic particles captured. On average, only 26.97% of the plastic particles were ingested. This is worrisome
because the ingested plastic particle fibers could be harmful both to humans and aquatic health.
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